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A Centralized Reactive Power Compensation
System for LV Distribution Networks

S. X. Chen,Member, IEEE, Y. S. Foo. Eddy,Student Member, IEEE, H. B. Gooi, Senior Member, IEEE,
M. Q. Wang,Member, IEEE, and S. F. Lu

Abstract—A centralized reactive power compensation system
is proposed for low voltage (LV) distribution networks. It can be
connected with any bus which needs reactive power. The current
industry practice is to locally install reactive power compensation
system to maintain the local bus voltage and power factor. By
centralizing capacitor banks together, it can help to maintain
bus voltages and power factors as well as reduce the power
cable losses. Besides, the centralized reactive power system can be
easily expanded to meet any future load increase. A reasonably
sized centralized reactive power compensation system willbe
capable of meeting the requirements of the network and the
optimization algorithm proposed in this paper can help to find
this optimal size by minimizing the expected total cost (ETCH).
Different load situations and their respective probabilities are
also considered in the proposed algorithm. The concept of the
centralized reactive power compensation system is appliedto
a local shipyard power system to verify its effectiveness. The
results show that an optimally sized centralized reactive power
system exists and is capable of maintaining bus voltages as well
as reducing the power losses in the distribution network. A
significant power loss reduction can be obtained at the optimal
capacity of the centralized reactive power compensation system
in the case study.

Index Terms—Reactive power control, Power distribution
planning, Capacitors.

NOMENCLATURE

(∗)C (∗) injected by centralized capacitor bank
(∗)D (∗) consumed by load bus
(∗)G (∗) from conventional or renewable energy
(∗)H (∗) for high load situation
(∗)L (∗) for low load situation
(∗)l (∗) of distribution linel
(∗)s (∗) under load scenarios
(∗)max Maximum value of(∗)
(∗)min Minimum value of(∗)
(∗)f (∗) at from end,∗ can be voltageV and

currentI
(∗)t (∗) at to end,∗ can be voltageV and current

I
(∗)ij (∗) of power line which is connected from busi to

busj
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(∗)i, (∗)j (∗) at busi or j
C set for all buses which are connected to

centralized reactive power compensation system
M Set of load scenarios
S MVA flow of power line
∆QC Step increment of reactive power compensation

capacity
λ Probability of load situation
µ Electricity tariff
φ Admittance angle
ρ Probability of load scenario
θ Voltage phase angle
AOTC Annualized one-time cost of capacitor bank
Bc Line charging susceptance
Bsh Shunt susceptance
ETCH Expected total cost per hour of distribution

power system
FC Combined cost of capacitors, installation

and cables
Gsh Shunt conductance
I Current
i0 Index of buses which are connected to

centralized capacitor bank
Line Number of distribution lines
lt Capacitor’s life time
MC Maintenance cost of the capacitor bank
P Active power
PLoss Power line loss
Q Reactive power
QC Size of centralized capacitor bank
R Resistance
r Interest rate
TCPH Total cost per hour of capacitor bank

installed
TCPL Expected hourly total cost for power loss
V Voltage
X Reactance
Y Admittance
Yseries Line series admittance
Ysh Shunt admittance
LV Low voltage
PCC Point of common coupling
SVC Static var compensator

I. I NTRODUCTION
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REACTIVE power compensation strategies in power
systems help to reduce resistive power losses, control

system voltage levels and improve power factors [1]. The
static var compensator (SVC) which relies on power electronic
control techniques for adaptive reactive power compensation
has been widely used in industrial power systems to
compensate for large fluctuations in reactive power demand
[2]. However, the use of SVC is currently not cost-justifiable
in distribution systems. Capacitor banks on the other hand
have proved [3] to provide satisfactory cost benefits and are
commonly used for passive reactive power compensation in
low voltage (LV) distribution systems.

In the past, several capacitor planning methodologies which
use homogeneous reactive power load distribution and uniform
conductor size along feeders [4], [5], [6] mainly focus on the
optimal placement of reactive power injection. Early analytical
methods for capacitor placement are developed by Neagle
and Samson [7]. The problem is to determine the optimal
location and size of a given number of capacitors such that
the system losses are minimized for a given load level.
Cook [8] extended the problem formulation to include peak
power and energy loss reduction and proposed a method to
determine the optimal location and size of the capacitors.
Grainger et. al. [9] have also conducted an extensive research
in this area where they proposed several methods including
the normalized feeder/load technique. Dynamic programming
was also used by Duran [10] to solve the capacitor placement
problem. In addition, Haghifam and Malik [11] extended
the capacitor placement problem formulation to include the
optimal placement of fixed and switchable capacitors in radial
distribution networks considering time varying load and load
uncertainty based on a proposed genetic algorithm (GA)
method.

In [4], Baran and Wu developed a complete problem
formulation by modeling the power system through a set
of equations with limiting constraints and incorporating an
objective function to minimize costs. The problem was
then decomposed into optimal placement and optimal sizing
problems. By decomposing the problem, the integer part
of the problem corresponding to optimal placement is
disassociated from the continuous part corresponding to
optimal sizing. Furthermore, the problem of starting from
an infeasible solution is rarely addressed. This problem
is generally overcome by placing capacitors in the power
system using the heuristic knowledge of a system planner. In
addition, renewable energy and economic dispatch are usually
not considered in the problem formulation. Many research
works have studied capacitor planning at transmission and
distribution voltage levels [12], [13]. A few articles have
considered renewable options as part of capacitor planning
for LV distribution power systems [3], [14].

If the LV distribution power system has heavy inductive
load, it needs a capacitor bank to maintain its power factor at
the point of common coupling (PCC) based on the utility grid
requirement. Otherwise the consumer will be penalized by the
Singapore grid operator if the power factor falls below 0.85.
The current industry practice is to locally install a capacitor
bank to maintain the local bus voltage and power factor [15],

[16]. This paper proposes a new idea by centralizing individual
local capacitor banks together to maintain bus voltages and
power factors as well as to reduce the power cable loss.

It is also very costly and uneconomical to buy a capacitor
bank and install it wherever it is required especially it is used
only for a short duration during early morning hours when
pumps for dry docks are run. The buses which require reactive
power at different time of the day are not always the same.
By centralizing all capacitor banks, the total capacity canbe
shared by each connected bus. It can also help to reduce the
total installed capacity of capacitor banks instead of installing
individual capacitor banks locally. Besides, the centralized
reactive system can be easily expanded to meet any future
load increase.

During the planning of reactive power compensation,
decentralized methods only provide optimal capacitor
placement for a particular load situation. If the load situation
changes a new set of optimal capacitor placement will be given
by the decentralized method. However during actual operation,
it is not practical to keep moving capacitor banks from one
location to another according to the load situation. Hence the
capacity of the capacitor bank at a location is fixed normally
once it has been installed. In addition, capacitor banks at
some buses with low load are unable to share their excess
capacity of reactive power with other buses that have heavy
load. In comparison, the proposed method takes into account
the different load situations using a probabilistic approach to
classify the bus load groups into different load scenarios.The
proposed centralized capacitor bank can also connect to as
many buses as they require so there is no need to move the
centralized capacitor bank around. The capacity sharing of
the centralized reactive power compensation system is also
considered in the formulation.

The proposed centralized reactive power compensation
system can help to minimize the total cost of capacitors and the
resistive power cable losses in distribution power systems. The
algorithm developed in this paper can help to find an optimal
size for the proposed centralized reactive power system where
the cost of capacitors and resistive power losses are minimized
taking into account the different load situations at every bus
in the distribution system.

However, the proposed approach may be effective only
for a small LV distribution network because reactive power
cannot travel over long distances. This means that the cable
length needed by the proposed approach is limited to a few
kilometers long. The proposed method has been validated
on a real shipyard distribution network having an area of 2
km2. Simulation results have shown that the proposed method
performs well compared to those of the current industry
practice.

In Section II, a description of the proposed centralized
reactive power compensation system is introduced. The line
model of a power system is presented in Section III.A.
Formulation for the cost of capacitor placements is provided in
Section III.B and the objective function for cost minimization
is described in Section III.C. A case study considering a 59-bus
power system is tested and the results are shown in Section
IV. The optimal size analysis is shown in Section IV.A. A
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Fig. 1. An example of a distribution power system

real load situation test is shown in IV.B. The conclusion is
presented in Section V.

II. CENTRALIZED REACTIVE POWER COMPENSATION

SYSTEM

Reactive power planning of power systems provides the
strategy of reactive power compensation so that the real power
loss can be reduced and the system voltage profile and power
factor can be improved [1]. Compared with SVCs, capacitor
banks have satisfactory cost benefits and are widely used
in distribution systems. The capacitor banks are chosen for
reactive power compensation in this paper. An example of a
LV distribution power system is shown in Fig. 1 which features
an electrical grid system comprising 59 buses, three voltage
levels, i.e., 0.4 kV, 6.6 kV and 22 kV, and two frequencies,
i.e., 50-Hz and 60-Hz of a Singapore shipyard. The voltage
level of each bus is shown Table I. The supply is an inherent
50-Hz system. The 60-Hz system which provides shore power
to vessels is converted from the 50-Hz supply via a 6-MVA
static frequency converter located at lines 3-43 and 4-44. This
shipyard distribution system is used in the case study.

TABLE I
VOLTAGE LEVELS OF59 BUSES

Voltage Bus
22 kV 1, 2
6.6 kV 3-14, 43-45, 47, 50-51
0.4 kV 15-42, 46, 48-49, 52-59

Two key issues have been identified for the optimal
placement of capacitor banks at the distribution voltage level.
First, the nature of the loads connected to the buses is time
varying and exhibits different load patterns throughout the
day. It is very difficult to decide the optimal locations and
sizing of the capacitor banks for different load situations.
Second, capacitor banks at some buses with low load are
unable to provide their excess capacity to other buses with
heavy load once they have been placed. Therefore, it is
important to address these issues so that the associated costs
of the capacitor bank and resistive power losses can be
minimized. To solve these problems, a centralized reactive
power compensation method is proposed in Fig. 2. The
capacitor bank is centralized and can be connected with
selected buses where they need reactive power compensation.
The total capacity of the centralized capacitor bank can be
shared by the connected buses. The objective of the proposed
method is only to determine the optimal size of the centralized
reactive power compensation system while minimizing the
cost of capacitors and resistive power losses for every possible
load situations. This will be discussed in the subsequent
sections.

Currently the centralized capacitor bank has not been
fully implemented in the industry yet. It will be tested in
the shipyard distribution power system in Fig. 1 under the
land-based energy management systems (LEMS) project. Once
the centralized capacitor bank is installed, it will be under
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Fig. 2. A centralized reactive power compensation system

the command of an on-line AC optimal power flow (OPF)
function based on the online load information [17], [18].
The OPF function will send the optimal injected reactive
power commands to the centralized capacitor bank. The local
programmable logic controller (PLC) within the centralized
capacitor bank will automatically change its outputs to each
connected bus.

The load profile changes according to different periods
of the day resulting in peak and valley periods which may
differ for each load bus. However, some buses are coherent
where the connected loads share the similar peak and valley
periods which can be classified as a group. Consequently, the
distribution power system can be categorized into different
load groups where each load group shares similar peak and
valley periods.

The load group can be classified by relative electrical
distance (RED) [19], load type or historical load data. The
last two are used to help to classify the load group in this
paper. The load type and historical load data can tell us which
bus needs reactive power support and those buses that can be
connected with the centralized reactive power compensation
system. The possible buses which need to be connected with
the centralized reactive power compensation system in Fig.1
are buses 15, 23, 25, 27, 31, 35, 39, 42, 46, 55 and 59 based
on the load type and historical load studies. These buses are
shown in Fig. 2. Besides, buses which are connected with the
same load type and share the similar peak and valley periods
based on the historical load data can be classified as the same
load group.

In this paper, all the buses in Fig. 1 have been classified into
three major groups based on their load types and historical
load data. They are shown in Table II. Buses within the same
group share common characteristics such as close proximity
with each other and similar load profiles.

The variation of a load can be categorized into different
ranges, i.e. the load has a maximum value during the peak
period and a minimum value during the valley period. In
a distribution system, most buses will have two states, i.e.,

TABLE II
CLASSIFICATION OF LOAD

Group Bus
1 5-9, 15-27, 37-39
2 10-14, 28-36, 40-42
3 45-59

loaded or unloaded. For simplicity, two average values are
used to represent each load’s situation. The first average value
represents the low load situation at busi and is defined asPL

i .
The second average value represents the high load situation
and is defined asPH

i . In addition, the probabilities ofPL
i and

PH
i are defined asλH

i andλL
i . The relationship of these two

probability values is shown in (1).

λH
i + λL

i = 1 (1)

III. D ISTRIBUTION SYSTEM MODELING AND PROBLEM

FORMULATION

A. Line Models

Fixed loads are modeled as constant real and reactive power
injections,PD andQD. The shunt admittance of any constant
impedance shunt elements at a bus is specified byGsh and
Bsh. Hence, the bus shunt matrix element,Ysh = Gsh+ jBsh

is introduced.

R+jX

From
Ending:

 busthi

To
Ending:

 busthj

V
f

I
f

V
t

I
t

/2CB /2CB

Fig. 3. A simple line model in a power system

Each distribution line is modeled as a standardπ, with a
series resistanceR and a reactanceX and one half of the
total line charging susceptanceBc at each end of the line.Bc

is the inverse of the line charging capacitancexc. The line
charging capacitance is not considered in the case study of
the shipyard distribution power network due to the short cable
length. The model is shown in Fig. 3 [20]. Branch voltages and
currents from thefrom end to theto end of the distribution
line l are related by the branch matrixY l as follows:

[

I lf
I lt

]

= Y l

[

V l
f

V l
t

]

(2)

where Y l =

[

(Yseries + jBc

2
) −Yseries

−Yseries Yseries + jBc

2

]

and

Yseries = 1

R+jX
.

B. Cost of Capacitors

The cost incurred in installing new capacitors includes a
one-time cost and a maintenance cost. The one-time cost is
proportional to the size of capacitors. Hence the one-time cost
of installing a capacitor of sizeQC (Mvar) would beQC ∗
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FC, whereFC ($/Mvar) is the combined cost of capacitors,
installation and cables. The maintenance cost per year is also
proportional to the size of capacitors. If the capacitor’s life
time is lt years and the maintenance cost isMC($/Mvar)
per year, then the total cost of the capacitors is(QC ∗ FC +
lt ∗QC ∗MC) ($).

The total payment for all the capacitors inlt years will
be normalized in$/hr, which is suitable for the short term
study. If the interest rater for financing the installed capacitors
is considered, the annualized one-time cost (AOTC) for the
capacitors is shown in (3).

AOTC =
r(1 + r)lt

(1 + r)lt − 1
(QC ∗ FC) (3)

The total cost of the capacitor bank can be obtained by
addingAOTC and the maintenance cost together. Then the
total cost per hour (TCPH) of the capacitor bank installed
can be found in (4).

TCPH =
1

8, 760
∗ (AOTC +QC ∗MC) (4)

C. Objective Function of Cost Minimization

The total cost for the distribution power system includes the
payment of the total electricity bill and the cost of capacitors.
Considering the different load situations, the electricity bill
payment of the total power line loss is also not the same for
every hour. Hence, the expected total cost per hour (ETCH) is
proposed here only to express the equivalent variable cost per
hour of the distribution power system. It includes the expected
hourly total cost for the power loss (TCPL) and hourly cost
of capacitors (TCPH).

There are two electricity tariffs for the distribution power
system in Singapore [21], namely high tariff and low tariff.
High tariff µH is used for the on-peak period and low tariff
µL is used for the off-peak period. In this paper,µH will be
used when the supply system is under high load situations.
µL will be used when the supply system is under low load
situations.

Table III shows all scenarios in SetM for the shipyard
power system in Fig. 1. The bus in each group will have similar
high/low load situations and they share the same on-peak or
off-peak period. The group details can be found in Table
II. If the load situation in one group lies in the on-peak
period, it is classified as high load and the probability of
this group in this scenario isλH . Otherwise the probability
of this group in this scenario isλL. There are three load
groups in the shipyard power system in Fig. 1. Hence, there
are eight scenarios of different load combinations. As shown in
Table III, scenarios 1-4 are under high load situations, which
correspond to high electricity tariffµH . Scenarios 5-8 are
under low load situations, which correspond to low electricity
tariff µL.

Considering different load scenarios in Table III, the
ETCH can be expressed as

Minimize : ETCH =
∑

s∈M

ρs{TCPLs + TCPHs} (5)

TABLE III
DIFFERENT LOAD SCENARIOS INSET M

Set Load situationa Probability Electricity tariff
M Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 ρs µs

1 High High High λH
∗ λH

∗ λH µH

2 Low High High λL
∗ λH

∗ λH µH

3 High Low High λH
∗ λL

∗ λH µH

4 High High Low λH
∗ λH

∗ λL µH

5 Low Low High λL
∗ λL

∗ λH µL

6 Low High Low λL
∗ λH

∗ λL µL

7 High Low Low λH
∗ λL

∗ λL µL

8 Low Low Low λL
∗ λL

∗ λL µL

a The bus in each group will have High/Low load situations.

whereM is a set of different load scenarios as shown in Table
III. TCPLs = µs ∗ P s

Loss, whereµs is the electricity tariff
during load scenarios andP s

Loss is the active power line loss
for scenarios. ρs is the probability of scenarios, andTCPHs

is the total capacitor cost per hour for scenarios. ETCH is
defined as the sum of the cost of each scenario times their
probability.

The probabilityρs of scenarios is defined as the product
of probabilities of three load groups. The electricity tariff µs

is µH or µL based on the load situations of scenarios. For
example, in scenario 1, the load situations of all groups are
high. The probabilityρ1 is λH ∗ λH ∗ λH and the electricity
tariff µ1 is µH .

The active power line loss in equation (5) can be expressed
as

P s
Loss =

Line
∑

l=1

|real(V l
f

s
(I lf

s
)∗ − V l

t

s
(I lt

s
)∗)| ∀s (6)

whereV l
f

s
, I lf

s
, V l

t

s
, andI lt

s
are voltages and currents at the

from bus,f , and theto bus, t, of distribution linel during
scenarios, respectively.(I lf

s
)∗ and (I lt

s
)∗ are the conjugate

variables ofI lf
s

andI lt
s

respectively.
To solve the objective function of (5), the following

constraints need to be considered.
Active power balance [22]:

PG
i

s
− PD

i

s
= P s

i

= V s
i

∑

j V
s
j Yij cos(θ

s
i − θsj − φs

ij) ∀i, j, s
(7)

wherePG
i

s
is the injected active power at busi during scenario

s, which includes the conventional and renewable energy.PD
i

s

is the active load power at busi andP s
i is the active power

transferred out from busi. Busi is connected to busj via line
ij. θsi andθsj are the respective voltage phase angles at buses
i and j during scenarios. φs

ij is the admittance angle ofYij

during scenarios.
Reactive power balance:
For bus i which is not connected with the centralized

capacitor bank,

QG
i

s
−QD

i

s
= Qs

i

= V s
i

∑

j V
s
j Yij sin(θ

s
i − θsj − φs

ij) ∀j, s
(8)

whereQD
i

s
is the reactive load at busi andQs

i is the reactive
power transferred out from busi. QG

i

s
is the injected reactive

power of the generator or upstream grid at busi.
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For busi0 which is connected with the centralized capacitor
bank,

QC
i0

s
−QD

i0
s
= Qs

i0

= V s
i0

∑

j V
s
j Yi0j sin(θ

s
i0 − θsj − φs

i0j) ∀j, s
(9)

whereQC
i0

s
is the reactive power injected by the centralized

capacitor bank at busi0; QD
i0

s
is the reactive load at busi0;

andQs
i0

is the reactive power transferred out from busi0. θs
i0

is the voltage phase angle at busi0 during scenarios. φs
i0j is

the admittance angle ofYi0j during scenarios.
The capacity limit of the centralized reactive power

compensation system is
∑

i0∈C

QC
i0

s
≤ QC ∀s (10)

whereC is the set for all the buses which are connected with
the centralized reactive power compensation system.QC is
the capacity of the centralized reactive power compensation
system.

Equations (8) - (10) address the reactive power injection
from the centralized reactive power compensation system.

The MVA flow of power lines and bus voltages are

Ss
ij ≤ Smax

ij ∀i, j, s
(V s

i )
min ≤ V s

i ≤ (V s
i )

max ∀i, s
(11)

where Ss
ij is the MVA flow of the power line which is

connected from busi to bus j during scenarios. Smax
ij is

the capacity limit of the power line which is connected from
bus i to busj. (V s

i )
min and (V s

i )
max are the minimum and

maximum voltage requirement for busi during scenarios.

D. Solution Algorithm

The objective function in (6) is to minimize the ETCH under
a fixed QC. The control variables are the injected reactive
power to each connected bus. These buses are 15, 23, 25,
27, 31, 35, 39, 42, 46, 55 and 59 as shown in Fig. 2. The
solution process starts with a minimum QC required by the LV
distribution power system. After that,QC will be increased
by a step size and theETCH is minimized again. In this
manner, the optimal size ofQC can be found by identifying
the minimum value among all the minimized ETCH computed
at each step.
QC can also be considered as a variable with an upper and

lower limit. However, there are two main concerns: Firstly,
the optimization problem in (5) is a highly complex nonlinear
optimization problem and it includes eight AC OPF (optimal
power flow) problems corresponding to the eight scenarios in
Table III. It may not be able to find a converged solution for
this optimization problem ifQC is considered as an additional
variable in (5). Secondly, the detailed relationship between
ETCH andQC cannot be established whenQC is considered
as a variable.QC is not a continuous value in reality since the
switched capacitance is a discrete value and0.10Mvar may
be considered as the step increment.

Fig. 4 shows the developed algorithm which is used to
solve the optimal size of the centralized reactive power
compensation system. This algorithm will compute different

ETCHs for different sizes of the centralized reactive power
compensation system that lie in between the minimum size
QCmin and maximum sizeQCmax. The minimum size
QCmin of the distribution power system is the minimum
value to make the power flow calculation converged under
the voltage limits. For all the scenarios, they have different
minimum sizesQCs

min based on their different load situations.
The value ofQCmin for the distribution power system will be
the maximum value among these different minimum sizes of
different load situations. The maximum sizeQCmax of the
distribution power system is constrained by the investment
fund available for the capacitor bank purchase and the spaceto
house the capacitor bank. Normally it can be set as a relative
large value. The optimal size for the distribution power system
can then be found by identifying the minimum cost of (5).

Start

Classification of system load

Find minimum size QCmin

Set parameters and
initial variables

QC = QCmin

Minimizing ETCH in (5)
considering 8 scenarios

QC = QC +∆QC

QC ≥ QCmax

End

Yes

No

Fig. 4. Algorithm used to solve the optimal capacity of centralized reactive
power compensation system

The details of this algorithm are as follows:

1) Enter the load and network information. Find the
minimum capacityQCmin of the centralized reactive
power compensation system by power flow calculations.

2) Classify the load into different load groups based on
their load types and historical load data.

3) SetQCmax, which is relatively large for the distribution
power system,∆QC for each step increment of the
reactive power compensation and the unit and system
parameters. Initialize all the variables used.

4) Solve the objective function forQC, which is the size
of the centralized reactive power compensation system.
Minimize ETCH in (5) considering the probability of
each scenario for the distribution power system.

5) If QC < QCmax, updateQC usingQC = QC+∆QC
and go to step 4. The algorithm will stop whenQC ≥
QCmax.

The proposed solution is a nonlinear problem. This
algorithm is implemented in AMPL (A Modeling Language
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for Mathematical Programming) [23] with KNITRO, a
nonlinear optimization solver [24].

IV. COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS - CASE STUDIES

This section attempts to determine the optimal size of
the centralized reactive power compensation system for the
distribution power system which is shown in Fig. 1. The
probability of different load situations are considered inthe
eight scenarios as shown in Table III. The two electricity
tariffs for the distribution power system in Singapore are also
considered in this paper. The high tariffµH used for the
distribution power system in Singapore is$0.2124/kWh and
the low tariff µL used is$0.1314/kWh [21].

The interest rater for financing the installed centralized
reactive power compensation system is set at6%. The one time
cost for the capacitor bank of 100kvar, cables and installation
is about $7,500 and the maintenance cost for that capacitor
bank is $750 [25]. The lifetime of a capacitor bank is set to 5
years. For the power distribution system of the local shipyard,
the minimum capacityQCmin for the power flow calculation
to converge was found to be 8.90Mvar. The maximum
capacityQCmax was set at 16.50Mvar. The probability
λH
i of the high load situation and the probabilityλL

i of the
low load situation are set as 0.7 and 0.3 respectively. The
maximum and the minimum voltage limits are set as1.05pu
and 0.95pu. The capacity limit of the power line connected
to the centralized reactive power compensation system is 1.5
MVA.

In the distribution power system of Fig. 1, the possible
buses which need to be connected with the centralized reactive
power compensation system are buses 15, 23, 25, 27, 31, 35,
39, 42, 46, 55 and 59 as shown in Fig. 2. The area of this
shipyard power system is about 2km2 and the centralized
reactive power compensation system is located at the central
area, which is easier to be connected with those buses. The
parameters of the cables connecting the capacitor banks can
be found in [26]. These bus numbers are decided based on the
historical load data.

The high/low active and reactive load values at each bus in
this 59-bus distribution power system can be found in [27],
[28]. The branch parameters can be found in [29].

A. Analysis of Optimal Capacitor Size
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Fig. 5. Cost comparison for the shipyard distribution powersystem

The proposed solution algorithm has been solved and the
computed values ofTCPL, TCPH andETCH were plotted
with respect to the capacity of the centralized capacitor bank
QC for cost comparison as shown in Fig. 5. The minimum
capacityQCmin is 8.90 Mvar and the maximum capacity
QCmax is 16.50Mvar. QC is not a continuous value in
reality since the switched capacitance is a discrete value and
the proposed solution algorithm is performed with a step size
of 0.10Mvar. At each step, the proposed solution algorithm
minimizesTCPL and ETCH by considering all the eight
scenarios in Table III.

From Fig. 5, the initial value ofTCPH is evaluated to be
$2.57 while TCPL is $211.48 and ETCH is$214.05 based
on QCmin. At QCmax, the maximum value ofTCPH is
computed to be$4.77 while TCPL is $208.30 and ETCH is
$213.07. It is observed thatTCPH exhibits an upward linear
trend revealing that the increase in capacitor bank capacity
results in higher costs. This agrees with (4), where for the
given MC, FC, r and lt, TCPH has a linear relationship
with QC. Conversely,TCPL has a downward trend with
respect toQC. This is expected since a higher capacitor bank
capacity reduces the power loss in the system. However, it can
be seen that the value ofTCPL begins to saturate at$208.30
when QC is about 10.20Mvar and the saturation trend
happens for any other power systems based on the voltage
limitation. This shows that the power loss in the shipyard
distribution power system can only be reduced to a certain
value beyond which a further increase inQC does not yield a
further reduction in power loss of the system. It can be seen
that ETCH exhibits a trend with two distinct regions. The
first region shows the value ofETCH decreasing up to the
point whereQC is 10.20Mvar. The second region shows the
value ofETCH increasing forQC greater than 10.20Mvar.
The lowest value forETCH is found to be$211.30 which
corresponds to 10.20Mvar, the capacity of the centralized
capacitor bank. It is also observed that the optimal value of
QC occurs whenTCPL begins to reach a steady state value.
The optimal size of the centralized capacitor bank is obtained
whenQC yields the lowest value ofETCH . This value is
10.20Mvar and it lies betweenQCmin andQCmax.

Based on the different load scenarios in SetM of Table III,
a pie chart consisting of the expected load distribution forall
scenarios is shown in Fig. 6(a). The expected load (MVA) of
each scenario is defined as all the load of this scenario times
the probability of this scenario. The total expected load ofall
scenarios is defined as the sum of the expected load (MVA) of
each scenario. The load data of each scenario serves as input
for the minimization ofETCH during each step change in
QC. The load distribution percentages of each scenario are
derived by using the expected load (MVA) of each scenario
divided by the total expected load of all scenarios in SetM.

Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(c) show the pie chart of the expected
power loss distribution at the initial capacity and at the optimal
capacity of the centralized capacitor bank for all scenarios
respectively. The expected power loss of each scenario is
defined as the power loss of this scenario times the probability
of this scenario. The total expected power loss of all scenarios
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Fig. 6. Proportion of demand and power loss for all scenarios

is defined as the sum of the expected power loss of each
scenario. The total expected power loss at the initial and
optimal capacity of the capacitor bank are 1.0432MW and
1.0285MW respectively. At the optimal capacity, there is
a reduction of 1% in the expected power loss distribution
for scenario one while an increase of 1% in the expected
power loss distribution is observed for scenarios two and four.
Although an increase in the expected power loss distribution
for scenarios two and four is observed, the magnitude of the
actual power loss at the optimal capacity for each scenario
is significantly smaller than that of the initial capacity. In
addition, the expected power loss distribution has a similar
composition compared to that of the expected load distribution.
This shows that the expected power loss is proportional to
the expected load distribution of each scenario. A high load
situation contributes to a higher power loss in the system and
vice versa.

The expected voltage profile for the 59-bus distribution
system at the optimal capacity of the centralized capacitor
bank is shown in Fig. 7. For each bus, three different voltage
values namely the expected voltage, highest voltage and lowest
voltage are shown. The expected voltage for each bus is
obtained by multiplying the voltages for each scenario withthe
corresponding probabilities in Table III and adding them up.
The expected voltage is indicated by an asterisk. The highest
and lowest voltage values for each bus among all the scenarios
are indicated by a circle. The highest and lowest voltage values
of each bus are chosen from all the possible values of all
the scenarios. The highest and lowest voltage values for each
bus are within the maximum and minimum voltage limits for
all scenarios. The expected voltage profile for each bus also
satisfies the minimum and maximum voltage limits.

The expected injected reactive power profile for the selected
buses at the optimal capacity of the centralized capacitor bank
is shown in Fig. 8. In this study, buses connected to the
centralized capacitor bank are buses 15, 23, 25, 27, 31, 35,
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Fig. 7. Expected voltages for 59 buses at the optimal capacity of the
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Fig. 8. Expected injected reactive power at the optimal capacity of the
centralized capacitor bank

39, 42, 46, 55 and 59. For each of the selected buses, three
different injected reactive power values namely the expected
injected reactive power, highest and lowest injected reactive
power are shown. The expected injected reactive power is
obtained by multiplying the injected reactive power for each
scenario with the corresponding probabilities and adding them
up. The injected reactive power for each scenario is calculated
from the optimization problem in (5) under the constraints
(6)-(11). The optimization algorithm will help to decide the
optimal injected reactive power for each connected bus based
on the AC OPF calculation for each scenario. The expected
injected reactive power is indicated by an asterisk. The highest
and lowest injected reactive power values for each bus among
all the scenarios are indicated by a circle. It is observed that
the highest, lowest and expected injected reactive power for
each of the selected buses is within theMVA limit of the

TABLE IV
INJECTED REACTIVE POWER AT BUS15 FOR DIFFERENT SCENARIOS

SetM Probability Mvar

Scenario 1 0.7*0.7*0.7 0.90
Scenario 2 0.3*0.7*0.7 0.25
Scenario 3 0.7*0.3*0.7 0.65
Scenario 4 0.7*0.7*0.3 0.61
Scenario 5 0.3*0.3*0.7 0.25
Scenario 6 0.3*0.7*0.3 0.25
Scenario 7 0.7*0.3*0.3 0.58
Scenario 8 0.3*0.3*0.3 0.24
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power line connected to the centralized capacitor bank in Fig.
8.

To further explain Fig. 8, the injected reactive power at
bus 15 for the eight scenarios is shown in Table IV. The
third column shows the injected reactive power for each
scenario which is decided by AC OPF. The highest and lowest
injected reactive power values are found to be 0.90Mvar in
scenario 1 and 0.24Mvar in scenario 8 respectively. The
expected injected reactive power of bus 15 can be calculated
by multiplying the third column with the second column of
Table IV and adding them up, which is found to be 0.6052
Mvar. Likewise, the expected injected reactive power for the
other buses can be determined in a similar way.

B. Real Load Situation Test

The real load situation for the distribution power system
in Fig. 1 is applied here to check the performance of the
centralized reactive power compensation system at the optimal
size of 10.2Mvar. Under one real load situation [30], there
are 11 buses installed with the local capacitor banks which
try to maintain the voltage level and power factor within
the acceptable operating range. The location and size of the
installed capacitor banks are decided by the decentralized
method based on an average historical load during the planning
stage and the results are obtained from the PowerWorld
simulation software. The locations of these 11 buses are the
same as those buses which are connected to the centralized
capacitor bank, i.e. buses 15, 23, 25, 27, 31, 35, 39, 42, 46,
55 and 59. The amount of reactive power required at each
of the eleven pre-selected buses ranges from 0.27 Mvar to
1 Mvar which are obtained from PowerWorld. Therefore, a
local capacitor bank of 1 Mvar is placed at each of the eleven
pre-selected bus to ensure that there is sufficient capacityfor
the decentralized reactive power compensation.

Table V compares the results obtained from the
decentralized method and proposed method. Three different
sets of results are compared. The first set of results shows the
amount of injected reactive power from the capacitors. Under
the decentralized method, a local capacitor bank of 1Mvar is
placed at each of preselected buses and the amount of injected
reactive power at the respective buses is decided by OPF.
For the proposed method, the optimal size of the centralized
reactive power compensation system is found to be 10.2Mvar
as shown in Fig. 5 and the amount of injected reactive power
at the respective buses is also decided by OPF. In comparison,
the decentralized method requires a total capacity of 11Mvar
while the proposed method requires 10.2Mvar. This shows
that the proposed method requires a lesser capacity for reactive
power compensation which means a lower installation cost.
The second set of results compares the amount of reactive
power from the grid. It can be seen that the decentralized
method requires 1.04Mvar from the grid which is higher
than the proposed method of 0.81Mvar. This shows that
the proposed method can help the shipyard improve the total
power factor at the PCC. The third set of results show that if
we replace all the local capacitor banks under the decentralized
method with the 10.2Mvar proposed centralized reactive

power compensation system, the cable power loss will be
reduced from 1.085MW to 0.93MW .

One notable difference between both methods is in the
amount of reactive power that can be injected at each bus.
Under the decentralized method, a local capacity of 1Mvar
is placed at each of the eleven buses and the total reactive
power capacity is 11Mvar. If OPF requires the amount of
injected reactive power at one of the buses to be more than 1
Mvar then the decentralized method will be unable to realize
it. However for the proposed method, the amount of injected
reactive power at each of the eleven buses can be more than 1
Mvar as long as the optimal centralized capacitor bank which
is found to be 10.2Mvar has the capacity to be shared among
these buses. Therefore, the proposed method is more flexible
in terms of the sharable amount of reactive power that can be
injected at each bus while the local installed capacitor bank of
the decentralized method limits the amount of injected reactive
power at that bus.

TABLE V
COMPARISON BETWEEN DECENTRALIZED METHOD AND PROPOSED

METHOD

Decentralized method Proposed method

Q from
capacitors
(Mvar)

Bus Local
capacity

Injected Bus Shared
capacity

Injected
Q Q

15 1 0.28 15

10.2

0.25
23 1 0.31 23 0.34
25 1 0.27 25 0.25
27 1 0.27 27 0.25
31 1 0.97 31 1.00
35 1 0.95 35 1.05
39 1 0.29 39 0.25
42 1 0.76 42 0.78
46 1 1.0 46 1.13
55 1 0.90 55 0.86
59 1 0.93 59 1.01

Q from grid
(Mvar) 1.04 0.81

Power loss
(MW )

1.085 0.93

Compared with the decentralized method, the power loss
reduction for the centralized reactive power compensation
system is about 14.3%. The injected reactive power
distribution for the centralized reactive power compensation
system is shown in Fig. 9. The injected reactive power
percentages of different buses are calculated by using the
injected reactive power at each connected bus divided by
the capacity of the centralized reactive power compensation
system. The different parts of the pie chart represent the
injected reactive power percentages of different buses. The
total injected reactive power is 7.17Mvar for all the buses
connected with the centralized reactive power compensation
system. If the load situation becomes heavier the next moment,
the reactive power capacity not used can be shared with any
bus which is connected with the centralized reactive power
compensation system.

V. CONCLUSION

A proposed centralized reactive power compensation
method has been developed to handle different load situations
for distribution power systems in this paper. It aims at
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Fig. 9. Injected reactive power distribution at the optimalcapacity of
centralized capacitor banks under a normal load situation

overcoming the problems of optimal capacitor placement as
well as optimizing the use of capacitor banks under different
load situations. A case study was done on a local shipyard
consisting of a 59-bus distribution power system. The optimal
size of the centralized capacitor bank for the shipyard was
found by minimizingETCH subject to system constraints.
The minimal costs of capacitor bank and power loss are
obtained by adopting the proposed method. The voltage
and injected reactive power profiles obtained also satisfy all
system, line and bus constraints. The proposed method was
applied in a real load situation and the results are compared
with those of local capacitor banks. The results show that
there is a significant power loss reduction when adopting the
proposed method and the spare capacity of the centralized
system can be shared and used by any connected buses to
cater for heavier load situations. Besides, it is also very
easy to expand the capacity of the centralize reactive power
compensation system for future load increase.

The goals of reactive power compensation for distribution
power systems under different load situations can be achieved
by proposing the centralized reactive power compensation
method. It is believed that the proposed method can help to
minimize the expected total costETCH in the distribution
power system.
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